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READING EXERCISE 
The Adventures of Lola Badiola 

CHAPTER 53 – CHECKPOINT 

The rider was exactly where Park had left him - where the tarmac of the road into Shenzhen Park 
disintegrated. He was asleep in the carriage wrapped up in a thick blanket that he kept under the 
passenger’s seat. He was awoken by the sound of Park’s return. He got out of the carriage and put 
away the blanket. Then he pulled out a small container of food and offered Park some kimchi and 
dumplings.  

Despite Park’s hunger he politely declined. It was the North Korean way to always refuse the first offer 
of kindness. The rider insisted and this time Park accepted. The two men sat silently munching the 
spicy vegetables and doughy carbohydrates, and then the rider turned to Park and said: 

“My family is buried here too.” 

Park stopped chewing and looked carefully at his companion.  

“What’s your name? 

“Hyun.” 

“I’m Park. I need to go to Jungi station.” 

Hyun thought about it for a while, as if he were imagining the route from Shenzhen Forest to the 
station. It was at least a four-hour journey if the weather was good and there weren’t any checkpoints.  

He swallowed hard, then nodded his head. 

“Ok.” 

“We can take it in turns.” 

Hyun looked at Park quizzically. 

“I can ride half of the way there.” 

Hyun shook his head and laughed. 

“I insist.” 

Hyun stopped laughing. He could see that Park was entirely serious. So, he accepted the generous 
proposal. 

Without any further discussion, they left Shenzhen Forest, heading North-East away from Pyongyang 
and in the direction of Park’s rendezvous point with the Old Grey Man at Jungi Station. They agreed 
that Hyun would ride the first half of the journey and Park the second. 
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Park knew that he was now very vulnerable. He couldn’t be sure about how much information Kim had 
told the authorities about the escape plan. It was possible they knew nothing of the meeting at Jungi 
station, the underground system and the border crossing. It was possible that Kim had given them a 
completely different story in order to protect all the accomplices to his crime. But it was more likely 
that they had tortured some of the details out of him. If that were the case, there would be policemen 
waiting for Park at various points along the way. He had to be extremely vigilant.  

The carriage started ascending a long and winding country road and it was clear that Hyun was tiring. 
Park leaned forward and tapped him on the shoulder, it was time for them to swap over. Park lowered 
the seat, as he was shorter than Hyun, then he pushed down on the pedals and got the carriage 
moving again. It was significantly harder than he had imagined. The chain needed oiling, the wheels 
were slightly bent and the whole machine seemed to weigh a ton. By the time he reached the crest of 
the hill he was panting like a dog on a hot summer’s day. From this high point in the landscape, he 
could see the road winding back down the other side of the hill. At the bottom of the valley, he 
spotted a police checkpoint. It was positioned at a crossroads, and there was a line of vehicles 
moving slowly through it. Park hesitated for just a moment. This was the only route to Jungi Station. 
There were no alternatives. He had to take a chance.  

He pushed down on the pedals and let the carriage roll down the hill until he was behind a big diesel 
bus that had stopped at the crossroads. He watched as the police walked onboard, moving slowly up 
and down the central aisle, looking into the eyes of all the passengers. Then the officers jumped off 
the bus and waved the driver on.  

Park cycled forwards until he was surrounded by the policemen. He could feel the sweat of his palms 
on the handlebars of his bicycle. He sat still and looked straight forwards, avoiding eye contact with 
anyone else.  

None of the policemen were interested in him. Instead, they leaned forward and looked very closely 
at Hyun, who was sitting comfortably in the passenger seat. Satisfied that he was not the man they 
were looking for, they waved them on without another word. Park was sure that if he had been sitting 
in the carriage through the checkpoint, he would now be on his way back to Pyongyang in handcuffs. 

Two hours later they reached the outskirts of Jungi and Park rolled the carriage to a stop on a quiet 
side road. He got off the bicycle seat and looked around. Apart from the birds that cut across the sky 
above them, they were completely alone.  

“I’ll walk from here.” 

“Ok.” 

Hyun got out of the carriage and stretched his legs. Then he opened up the box below the passenger 
seat and took out another container of food. He handed it to Park. 

“You’ll need this for your journey.” 

For a moment the two men stood in silence, looking at each other. It was a connection that could only 
occur between two souls who have suffered the same fate. They were one mind in two bodies, and 
they understood each other completely. 
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“Thank you.” 

Park took the container from Hyun and stuffed it into one of the enormous pockets in his jacket. Then 
he turned around and started walking slowly towards the center of Jungi. The light was fading at the 
end of an exhausting day, but Park knew that this was just the beginning of his escape to the West.  

READING COMPREHENSION 

1. Who is the rider of the carriage and what does he have in common with Park? 
2. Where does Park need to go and how will he get there? 
3. Why does Park feel vulnerable? 
4. Describe the landscape through which they are travelling. 
5. What is at the crossroads at the bottom of the valley? 
6. What vehicle is in front of them and what happens to it? 
7. How does Park feel as he is surrounded by policemen? 
8. Why do the police let them through?  
9. What does the rider give and say to Park at the end of their journey? 
10. Why does the rider do and say this? 

 


